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download by john madden vip house download1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to an improved ice-cube making machine and more particularly to a machine for making ice cubes from a liquid source. More specifically, this invention relates to a food service ice-cube maker which is
mounted within a refrigerator and provides the separate compartments for each ice cube to be made and for storing the produced ice cubes. 2. Description of the Prior Art The use of ice-cube makers in food service refrigerators is well known. However, many food service manufacturers and
restaurant operators are now using smaller food service refrigerators and more compact ice-cube makers. These types of ice-cube making machines or ice-makers are becoming smaller, thus making the machines less convenient to use. This problem is particularly acute in that the ice-cube
forming compartments are moving towards the rear wall of the refrigerators. Moreover, when the ice-cube maker is inserted into the refrigerator, access to the rear wall is often blocked by the machine. Thus, installing and removing the ice-cube making machine can be quite difficult. Further, it
is desirable for an ice-cube making machine to provide more ice than conventional ice-cube making machines. Most of the conventional ice-cube making machines discharge only 4-5 cubes at one time and therefore making 12-14 cubes takes approximately 40 to 45 minutes. One attempt at
overcoming the above-noted problems is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,230,643, which discloses an ice-cube maker having an ice-forming compartment and an ice storage compartment located adjacent the ice-forming compartment. The storing compartment includes a flat, waffle-like perforated,
lower housing member and a corresponding ice pick up assembly. Although the machine disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,230,643 provides a lower unit for containing the ice created in the ice-forming compartment, the lower ice storage unit cannot be located at a greater height from the floor so that
the access to the rear wall of the refrigerator is more accessible. Further,
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